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Magnon detection using a ferroic collinear
multilayer spin valve
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Information transport and processing by pure magnonic spin currents in insulators is a

promising alternative to conventional charge-current-driven spintronic devices. The absence

of Joule heating and reduced spin wave damping in insulating ferromagnets have been

suggested for implementing efficient logic devices. After the successful demonstration of a

majority gate based on the superposition of spin waves, further components are required to

perform complex logic operations. Here, we report on magnetization orientation-dependent

spin current detection signals in collinear magnetic multilayers inspired by the functionality of

a conventional spin valve. In Y3Fe5O12|CoO|Co, we find that the detection amplitude of spin

currents emitted by ferromagnetic resonance spin pumping depends on the relative align-

ment of the Y3Fe5O12 and Co magnetization. This yields a spin valve-like behavior with an

amplitude change of 120% in our systems. We demonstrate the reliability of the effect and

identify its origin by both temperature-dependent and power-dependent measurements.
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A lmost three decades ago, the discovery of the giant mag-
netoresistance effect (GMR)1,2 marked a key moment for
the research field of spintronics based on spin-polarized

charge currents. The inclusion of the spin degree of freedom in
information technology promises, among others, the imple-
mentation of logic devices with increased speed or capacity as
compared to conventional CMOS electronics3. This approach has
been driven to the next level by the field of magnon spintronics4.
Magnons are quasiparticles (quanta) of the collective excitation of
electron spins (spin waves) in magnetically ordered systems.
Because of being spin-1 particles, a great number of magnons
with equal propagation direction yields a pure spin current (SC)
carrying information in the form of angular momentum. One of
the advantages of spin wave-mediated information transport,
especially in the case of insulating magnetic oxides, is the absence
of electron motion and thus the absence of power dissipation due
to Joule heating during the transport.

Consequently, in view of not only new physical phenomena but
also considerable application potential, the investigation of gen-
eration and detection of pure magnonic SCs in insulators has
attracted significant attention in recent years. One of the most
prominent systems for such SCs is the insulating ferrimagnet
(FM) Y3Fe5O12 (YIG). Inherently, YIG exhibits the lowest mea-
sured Gilbert damping constant α∝ 10−5, enabling long-distance
spin propagation and thus efficient transport of spin informa-
tion5,6. In addition to other techniques, the detection of magnonic
SCs can be achieved most conveniently by means of the inverse
spin Hall effect (ISHE)7. Likewise, for the generation a number of
approaches have been developed: ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)
spin pumping8–11, thermal generation of SCs induced by the spin
Seebeck effect (SSE)12–14, and the electrical injection of magnons
by the spin Hall effect15,16.

In recent years, significant progress has been reported with
respect to the concepts and implementations of magnon-based
logic operations. It was shown, for instance, that by localized
Oersted fields spin wave propagation paths can be manipulated,
yielding a de-multiplexer like behavior17. The amplitude of pro-
pagating spin waves, then again, can be modified by employing
magnonic crystals that allow one to introduce attenuation effects
comparable to the functionality of a transistor18. Most recently, it
was shown that the superposition of coherent or incoherent
magnons in a spin wave bus or a non-local geometry, respectively,
enables the implementation of a fully functional logic majority
gate19–22. These concrete demonstrations of magnon logic high-
light the potential of this new information-processing scheme,
implying the necessity for further logic building blocks to
accomplish more complex operations. While the above-
mentioned approaches concentrate on the manipulation of SCs
in the propagation phase, an extremely advantageous function-
ality, especially with regard to scalability, would be the integration
of a switch-like device that enables a magnetization alignment-
dependent local SC detection signal amplitude.

In this work, we demonstrate the magnetization orientation-
dependent detection of magnonic SCs in YIG|CoO|Co spin valve
structures. By means of FMR spin pumping8–11, a pure magnonic
SC is emitted from the YIG into the CoO layer, which is even-
tually detected via the ISHE7 in Co as a voltage signal. A distinct
difference in the signal amplitude of up to 120% is observed for
different relative alignments of the YIG and Co magnetization,
which are either parallel or antiparallel. The comparison to ato-
mistic spin dynamics simulations shows that the results obtained
cannot be explained by a purely magnonic spin valve effect, but
that electronic effects, as, for instance, a spin-dependent ISHE,
have to be considered. In addition to the spin-pumping signal, a
further voltage signal is observed. Its sign depends on the mag-
netization direction of Co and, from temperature-dependent and

power-dependent measurements, it is concluded to be dominated
by anomalous Hall effect (AHE) induced spin rectification (SR)
23–26.

Results
Experiment. Inspired by the magnetoresistive spin valve concept,
we investigate the magnetization alignment-dependent detection
of magnonic SCs in ferroic collinear YIG|CoO|Co structures, to
which in the following we refer as magnon spin valve effect. The
sample layout used in this work is illustrated in Fig. 1a. In this
system, YIG serves as a SC source driven by FMR. The coherent
rotation of the YIG magnetization emits a pure SC at the YIG|
CoO interface into the CoO layer. The Co layer is used as an
active switchable layer, as well as for the subsequent SC detection.
As previously shown, ferromagnets as well exhibit an ISHE
allowing for the efficient conversion of a SC into a charge cur-
rent27,28. The insulating antiferromagnet (AFM) CoO was chosen
as interlayer material as it decouples the ferromagnetic layers,
while simultaneously allowing for transport of the pumped SC29–
33 by diffusive AFM magnons34,35 or evanescent modes36. Fur-
thermore, in its antiferromagnetic phase CoO introduces
exchange biasing of the Co film. Besides a unidirectional aniso-
tropy that shifts the Co hysteresis loop, an additional uniaxial
anisotropy yields an enhanced coercive field at which the Co
magnetization switches37,38. The enhanced coercivity allows one
to perform spin pumping measurements with parallel and anti-
parallel alignment of YIG and Co at the FMR resonance field. For
a good signal-to-noise ratio HYIG

FMR ≳ 800 Oe is necessary, and such
a high switching field is unattainable for thin Co films without
exchange biasing. Both the CoO and the Co layer thickness were
varied and here we concentrate on the results of three typical
stacks. For reasons of simplification, in the following the inves-
tigated trilayers YIG (5 μm)|CoO (2 nm)|Co (4 nm), YIG (5 μm)|
CoO (3 nm)|Co (4 nm), and YIG (5 μm)|CoO (5 nm)|Co (6 nm)
will be referred to as sample A, B, and C, respectively.

Spin-thermoelectric measurements. To check if the magnetic
switching fields of Co are sufficiently high to carry out FMR spin
pumping with a good signal-to-noise ratio (HYIG

FMR ≳ 800 Oe),
these are determined by temperature-dependent magneto-galva-
nic measurements. The anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) occurring
in the Co layer, which is generated by an out-of-plane tempera-
ture gradient, yields a signal proportional to the in-plane mag-
netization component and thus we can detect the Co switching.
Common magnetometry (e.g., SQUID) yields the YIG switching
due to the much smaller volume of the Co film as compared to
the YIG layer. A typical ANE hysteresis curve for sample A
recorded at T= 120 K is shown in Fig. 1b. The graph reveals
coercive fields of Hþ

c ½H�
c � ≃ 1250 Oe [−970 Oe] and large

squareness with VH¼0
ANE =V

sat
ANE ≃ 0.95, implying that Co switches

without extensive formation of magnetic domains. Note that in
contrast to previous reports32, the thermal SC of the YIG film
generated by the SSE12,39 was not observed within the experi-
mental resolution. A potential explanation for this may be given
by different CoO thicknesses and structures grown on different
YIG films (polycrystalline vs. single crystalline)40, and the smaller
ISHE in Co compared to the previously used Pt. In addition, the
absence of a detected spin Seebeck signal rules out pinholes in the
CoO layer.

Spin signal in YIG|CoO|Co excited by spin pumping. Having
established the magnetization reversal properties of both YIG and
Co, we study the spin signal as a function of alignment of the YIG
and Co layer. Figure 1c–f shows field-dependent voltage signals
generated in sample A at T= 120 K induced by f= 4.5 GHz
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microwave irradiation (measurements at different resonance
frequencies did not yield any significant change of the qualitative
signal). In all cases the microwave power absorbed by the sample
accounts for Pabs ≈ 48 mW. By the application of specific field
sweep sequences, parallel (d, e), as well as antiparallel (c, f)
alignment of YIG and Co is realized. In the parallel state (Fig. 1d,
e) a multi-peak voltage signal appears. Considering possible
combinations of symmetric, as well as asymmetric terms, the
signal is fitted well by two overlapping Lorentzian line shapes of
opposite sign, slightly shifted peak field values, and different line
widths. The antiparallel state (Fig. 1c, f), on the other hand,
exhibits a voltage peak of one polarity but with a significant
asymmetry, which again can be fitted by two overlapping Lor-
entzian functions. The comparison of all four datasets allows us to
both separate and attribute the peaks to different effects.
Depending on the individual orientation of YIG and Co, the
peaks change sign separately and thus can be identified as (i) the
signal of the SC generated by spin pumping from the YIG,
transmitted across the CoO, and detected by the ISHE in the Co
(blue curves in Fig. 1c–f) and (ii) a second signal that depends
only on the Co layer direction and thus originates from the Co
(green curves in Fig. 1c–f). We start by exploring the latter, for
which possible explanations are a thermally induced ANE signal
due to dynamic microwave heating41 or an AHE-induced SR
signal23–26. The microwave driving current Irf partially flows
through the Co layer by means of capacitive coupling and,
together with the out-of-plane component of the Co magnetiza-
tion precession excited by dipolar-coupled YIG magnon modes26,
results in a rectified dc voltage. While both effects can contribute,

temperature-dependent measurements support the SR mechan-
ism as discussed below. Note that in metallic ferromagnets
directly driven by FMR, the SR effect yields both a symmetric and
an asymmetric signal shape around the resonance field, of which
the latter is due to a phase shift between the rf current flow and
the magnetization dynamics induced25. In this work, we find a
dominating symmetric contribution to the signal, while only a
negligible asymmetric contribution to the Co signal is seen, which
can thus be neglected in the analysis. A potential explanation is
the cobalt being driven off-resonance and coupling toward mul-
tiple YIG magnon modes, which may result in a weak field
dependence of the phase between the coupled rf current and the
Co magnetization rotation. Regardless of its origin, as this signal
depends only on the Co layer direction, it can be easily dis-
tinguished from the SC transport signal, which is the main thrust
of this work. In the following we denote the signal that depends
on the Co orientation as Vsr (green), while the signal that depends
on the relative orientation of the two layers is denoted as Vsc

(blue).
While the Co layer-dependent effect is based on known

mechanisms, the actually intriguing discovery in this work is the
alignment-dependent amplitude of Vsc. Whereas Vsr does not
depend on the relative alignment of the layers, the amplitude of
Vsc is nearly twice as large in the antiparallel alignment state as
compared to the parallel state (V"#

sc >V
""
sc ). Qualitatively the same

behavior is observed for sample B and C (see Supplementary
Note 1). Furthermore, we find that changing the polarity of the
external field while field-cooling the sample (Hext= ±90 kOe)
yields no significant difference in both the microwave absorption
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c ½H�
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ANE=V
sat
ANE ≃ 0.95 are observed. c–f Field-dependent voltage signals detected in

sample A induced by microwave irradiation (f= 4.5 GHz Pabs≈ 48mW, and T= 120 K). The total signal is given by a superposition of two distinct signals
Vsc and Vsr; the sign of Vsc (Vsr) depends on the magnetization orientation of YIG (Co). While Vsc is the spin transport signal of the spin current Js induced
in the YIG film, Vsr inherently originates from the Co layer, potentially due to heating or spin rectification effects. The amplitude of Vsc depends on the
relative alignment of YIG and Co. Microwave absorption spectra (see Supplementary Note 1) show that FMR of YIG is excited at this frequency at
HYIG
FMR ¼ ± 788Oe
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spectrum and the detected voltage signal. This implies a negligible
impact of any exchange bias effect at the CoO|Co interface, as
well as of any potential exchange spring formed at the YIG|CoO
interface on the observed effects.

Origin of the spin signals in the YIG|CoO|Co magnon spin
valve. To investigate the origin of both signals, temperature-
dependent spin pumping measurements were performed, see

Fig. 2a–c. The SC signal Vsc can be measured up to a critical
temperature for both the parallel and the antiparallel state, while
for temperatures above this temperature only the parallel align-
ment can be established. This critical temperature depends on the
investigated stack and is due to the fact that above a certain
temperature HYIG

FMR exceeds the coercive field of the Co layer,
preventing FMR for antiparallel alignment of the layers (for
details, see Supplementary Note 2). For the accessible temperature
range with antiparallel alignment, we always find V"#

sc >V
""
sc .

In general, the amplitude of Vsc increases with increasing
temperature. Furthermore, in the case of samples A and B a signal
maximum is seen at temperatures between 250 and 300 K. This
behavior can be explained by an enhanced spin conductivity of
the CoO layer near its antiferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase
transition33. It was previously shown that in thin CoO films TNéel
is below its bulk value Tbulk

Neel ¼ 290 K, due to finite size effects and
decreases with decreasing film thickness42,43. Here, temperature-
dependent ANE measurements for sample A (see Supplementary
Note 2) reveal an exchange bias blocking temperature of TB ≈ 250
K, suggesting 250 K ≤ TNéel ≤ 290 K43 for this specific stack. In the
other multilayers with thicker CoO, TNéel is higher, which
explains the monotonic increase of Vsc for dCoO= 5 nm up to
300 K.

For the amplitude of Vsr, the observed temperature dependence
is qualitatively different. Initially, with increasing temperature Vsr

remains constant until it starts to increase significantly above a
specific temperature, which is characteristic for each stack. Based
on comparison with the Co switching we see that for sample A
this temperature coincides with the blocking temperature TB,
above which the anisotropy introduced by exchange biasing
vanishes. With regard to the possible mechanism of generat-
ing Vsr, the disappearance of this additional anisotropy entails a
weakened cobalt magnetization precession damping. The mag-
netization consequently precesses at a larger cone angle44,
yielding a larger AHE voltage. The temperature above which
the amplitude of Vsr starts to increase is higher for thicker CoO,
as expected for a thickness-dependent phase transition tempera-
ture. Finally, the observed temperature dependence supports the
conclusion that Vsr is not dominated by a magneto-galvanic effect
as one would not expect a sudden onset of the signal above 250 K
for the ANE.

Beyond the temperature-dependent data, further information
about the signal origin can be obtained from the applied
microwave power dependence. In Fig. 3a–c, we show the voltage
amplitudes of Vsc and Vsr as a function of the absorbed
microwave power. The SC transport amplitude exhibits a
nonlinear power dependence, regardless of the alignment state.
The onset of a saturation effect is indicated at elevated microwave
powers, a behavior that was observed before for spin pumping in
YIG/Pt structures45, showing that this signal scales with the
generated SC strength in the YIG. The power dependence of Vsr,
on the other hand, does not allow for an equally simple
interpretation. According to Azevedo et al.24 one expects a linear
power dependence for Vsr due to its proportionality to the
dynamic field driving the Co precession. While the power
dependence observed is in line with this explanation, other
possible mechanisms that yield a linear power dependence cannot
be excluded.

Finally, we note that the fact that the peak fields for the two
effects are slightly different is expected from their different
origins. The peak of the SR signal will be at the field of the
maximum of the excited magnon modes in the 5 μm thick YIG
crystal that couples to the Co magnetization via dipolar
exchange26. The peak of the SC transmission signal, however,
will be at the field that corresponds to the maximum generation
of SC pumped into the CoO at the YIG–CoO interface. Since the
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Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of voltage signal amplitudes. a–c
Amplitudes of Vsc for parallel and antiparallel alignment and Vsr normalized
by the absorbed microwave power as a function of temperature for a
sample A, b sample B, and c sample C. Antiparallel alignment of Y3Fe5O12

(YIG) and Co is observed until a critical, sample-dependent temperature.
The temperature range from 100 to 300 K was chosen as below 100 K a
decreased signal-to-noise ratio impedes straightforward data analysis,
whereas higher temperatures were avoided to prevent possible undesirable
degradation of the multilayer stack. The error bars are calculated by error
propagation including errors of the spin signal amplitude and absorbed
power amplitude, as well as a systematic error estimated by the
measurement device accuracy
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latter depends on the resonance at the interface while the former
covers more of the bulk volume, the observed slight difference is
not surprising.

Magnon spin valve effect. The alignment-dependent signal
amplitude of SC detection now naturally lends itself to the
implementation of a magnon spin valve effect. Comparing the
amplitude of Vsc for parallel and antiparallel alignment in Fig. 1,
we find an effect amplitude of V"#

sc � V""
sc

� �
=V""

sc ¼ 120% for
sample A at T= 120 K. To check the reliability of the magnon
spin valve effect, the magnetization direction of the Co top layer is
switched several times in a row by driving the external field above
(below) the Co coercive field Hþ

c ¼ 1250Oe (H�
c ¼ �970Oe).

Subsequent to every switching event, the voltage response toward
the applied microwave is recorded at the FMR resonance field of
YIG at FMR HYIG

FMR ¼ 788Oe, see Fig. 4. Since in typical appli-
cation schemes the external field is fixed instead of being swept
and, thus, one voltage level is probed instead of acquiring the
whole absorption spectrum, we choose a single fixed field value at
which we acquire the signal amplitude. We find a large difference
in the signal difference of the total voltage for parallel and anti-
parallel alignment. For sample A, at H � HYIG

FMR an absolute vol-
tage difference of 408 nV and a spin valve effect amplitude of
V"#
scþsr � V""

scþsr

� �
=V""

scþsr ¼ 290% is found. The presented data
clearly demonstrate that switching the Co layer yields reliably
different and reproducible voltage levels with little scatter. No
distinguishable reduction of the voltage difference was observed
for days of measurements of switching, which signifies reliable
long term operation without having to reset the magnetization.
Furthermore, the size of the signal change is only weakly tem-
perature dependent so that it will readily also be visible at room
temperature for appropriately designed samples with both parallel
and antiparallel alignment at the desired resonance field.

Discussion
To understand our findings of a sizable magnon spin valve effect
in our system, we have to consider both alignment-dependent SC
transport, as well as spin-to-charge conversion effects. Focusing
first on the magnonic SC transport, we note that the induced
resonant precession of the YIG film emits a magnonic SC tra-
veling across the insulating AFM34,35. In very thin AFMs this is
even possible for evanescent modes36 (see Supplementary Note 3,
where spin model simulations of FM/AFM bilayers and FM/
AFM/FM trilayers are presented). The SC emitted by the YIG

layer enters the CoO for both orientations of the YIG with equal
probability (note that the CoO does not change its orientation in
our experiments as confirmed by probing opposite field-cooling
directions). The dispersion relation of the AFM has two branches.
Magnons in each branch carry opposite spin angular momentum
and have opposite polarization, which means that the magnetic
moments in the AFM precess in opposite directions. This allows
for an equal transmission of magnons through the AFM for both
orientations of the YIG. In ferromagnets, however, magnons have
a unique polarization such that only in the configuration where
the two ferromagnets are parallel magnons from one can enter
the other. For antiparallel orientation, they are reflected at the
second interface (see Supplementary Note 3 for details). This
effect alone can produce a purely magnonic spin valve effect.
However, for the rather simple models simulated here, we find a
larger SC transmissivity for parallel alignment of the ferro-
magnets. In contrast to this, we observe a stronger SC transport
signal amplitude for the antiparallel orientation of the two fer-
romagnets. Though more realistic spin models might yield dif-
ferent results, we note that we cannot model the real system due
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to the complexity of YIG and the unknown YIG|CoO interface
properties. Consequently, we cannot check the potential impacts
of the complex SC spectrum and interface transmissivity.

For a better understanding of our experimental observations,
electronic effects, such as a spin-dependent ISHE in the Co layer
or a spin-dependent effective spin transmissivity at the CoO|Co
interface, should be discussed in addition to the magnonic effects
in our sample. The magnonic SC flowing across the CoO-layer
generates a spin accumulation in the Co-layer that results in a
pure SC flow of spin-up and spin-down electrons moving in
opposite directions. Due to the ISHE, electrons of both spin
polarization are scattered toward the same direction, generating
an electrical voltage measured in the experiments. Non-magnetic
metals like Pt are spin-unpolarized and regarding their properties
electrons of both polarizations are equal. A sign change of the SC
realized by switching the YIG magnetization yields a sign change
of the electrical voltage, but the amplitudes are similar, as shown
in YIG|CoO|Pt multilayers by Qiu et al.33. Ferromagnetic metals
like Co, however, are spin-polarized and exhibit significant dif-
ferences in the intrinsic properties of spin-up and spin-down
electrons. The measured ISHE voltage thus results from magnons
coupling to two distinct electron channels, which can be descri-
bed by a two-fluid model in the case of negligible spin-
intermixing processes. Eventually, reversing the relative align-
ment of the YIG and Co magnetization manifests in a reversal of
the SC polarization or, likewise an interchange of the roles of
spin-up and spin-down electrons in the Co.

Electronic effects thus may explain the observation of asym-
metric SC transmission voltages for the different alignments
between YIG and Co with V"#

sc >V
""
sc . Since the intrinsic properties

of spin-up and spin-down electrons are material specific, higher
voltages for the parallel alignment of the ferromagnets could also
be observed. Note that our observations for magnonic SCs are
distinct from previous work, where when investigating thermal
SC propagation in YIG|Cu|Co, which includes a non-magnetic
metal as spin-conduit and thus electronic instead of magnonic
spin injection in the Co layer, no significant change in the signal
was reported46. Moreover, the concept of the presented experi-
ment differs from previous reports on FMR spin pumping in
YIG|Au|Py structures, in which a SC detection scheme compar-
able to that of non-local spin valves is implemented47.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the magnon spin valve effect
in YIG|CoO|Co multilayers by showing that the detected SC
signal amplitudes depend on the relative alignment of YIG and
Co. The total voltage signal measured includes two contributions,
whose signs depend individually on the YIG and Co magnetiza-
tion directions and thus yield different signal amplitudes and
signs. This enables one to encode even two bits of information in
the magnetic configuration of the spin valve. The presented setup
gives an insight into spin-dependent effects in magnetic multi-
layers and provides a switch component at the SC detection site,
thus making the work a key step toward further magnon-based
logic gate operation.

Methods
Sample preparation. Single crystalline YIG (d ≈ 5 μm) was grown by liquid-phase
epitaxy and cut into samples of size 2 mm × 3mm to ensure equal bulk properties.
To promote the growth of the CoO layer, the YIG surface was optimized by means
of a rapid thermal annealing process (see Supplementary Note 4). In an infrared
furnace, YIG samples were pairwise arranged face-to-face and heated up to 1173 K
at a heating rate of 50 K s−1. The final temperature was kept for 30 min, before the
samples were cooled down quickly to room temperature again. As a result, terrace
like, smooth YIG surfaces of ≈1.11 Å roughness were obtained. Subsequent to the
annealing procedure, CoO was deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering from a
Co target in an Ar/O atmosphere employing a QAM-4-STSCP (ULVAC Inc.)
system. During the deposition process, the substrate temperature was kept at 723 K.
X-ray spectroscopy revealed a CoO growth along the [111] direction on top of
annealed YIG samples (see Supplementary Note 4). Eventually, Co top layers were

grown in-situ at room temperature by non-reactive sputtering from the same Co
target. Here, thickness combinations of dCoO/dCo= 2 nm/4 nm, 3 nm/4 nm, and 5
nm/6 nm were realized.

Experimental setup. Thermoelectric as well as FMR spin pumping measurements
were performed in a physical property measurement (PPMS) Dynacool system,
quantum design, Inc., which allows for temperature-dependent measurements
from 10 to 400 K. High temperatures were avoided to prevent undesired degra-
dation of the sample stack. For the ANE measurements the samples were clamped
in between two aluminum nitride plates with high thermal conductivity. The top
plate is heated by means of a resistive chip heater, whereas the bottom plate serves
as a heat sink. The resultant out-of-plane temperature gradient induces, in the
presence of an external magnetic field, the ANE thermovoltage, which is detected
by a nanovoltmeter.

For the spin pumping experiments the samples were attached to a copper-based
coplanar waveguide (CPW) with the Co layer facing the CPW. The sample fixation,
as well as the electrical insulation of the Co from the copper is given by a 10 μm
thick double-sided tape. FMR of the YIG layer was achieved by feeding pulsed
microwaves in the CPW while an external magnetic field is applied. The frequency
of applied microwaves is f= 4.5 GHz with a typical applied microwave power of P
= 23 dBm. The respective spin-pumping signal was detected using a lock-in
amplifier, which was triggered by the microwave source.

Data availability. All relevant data are available from the corresponding author on
request.
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